A BC-based Environmental Consultancy Accomplishing
Important Work and Making Big Moves
Keystone Environmental is a knowledge-driven, solutions-oriented environmental
consultant firm with a history stretching back nearly 40 years. Across those many
years, the company’s goals, culture and methodology has continuously grown
and evolved, as has the reach and depth of their services. Today, their team is
over 115-strong, and includes professional engineers, geoscientists, toxicologists,
agrologists, biologists, environmental scientists, Geographic Information Systems
professionals and more. Their clients, meanwhile, include organizations of all sizes
in both the public and private sectors – including those in the transportation sector
(airport, public transit, ports and railways), infrastructure and development industry,
forestry sector, liquefied natural gas, and mining industry. In recent years, they
have worked increasingly close with Indigenous communities, and have invested in
cultural awareness training to make those projects and relationships successful.
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The river off the Alaska Highway in northern BC. For over 34
years, the company has a proven track record of providing expert
environmental services in-and-around the Province.
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Keystone Environmental works with various Indigenous communities across
Canada, and is committed to further building relationships and working with
Indigenous Peoples, governments, and organizations.
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The roaming IPad was implemented for staff to stay
connected during the pandemic.
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other

suppliers and sub-contractors. The company
has an approved sub-contractor list with each
company’s insurance, safety details and COVID-19
vaccination information already collected. They
have developed a communication strategy to
work effectively with their suppliers and subcontractors as a single team to ensure seamless
project management for their clients.
One such trusted partner is Underhill, one
of the country’s most trusted professional
surveying companies. Over their long history in
business, they have continuously upgraded their
technical capabilities and maintained the highest
professional standards to service the rapidlydeveloping needs of their clients. Today, they
provide services throughout BC, Yukon, Northwest
Territories, Nunavut, and all of Canada.
Another close partner is Summit Earthworks –
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Keystone Environmental field staff travel to various
project locations and are able to enjoy the beauty
of BC and abroad, including the Nootka Sound
located on the west coast of Vancouver Island.
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The company completes many projects along
the Alaska Highway, especially for its federal
government clients.
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We’re continuing to grow and hire people.”
“There are a lot of opportunities that keep coming our way,” he
adds. “In October, we acquired a company called Sterling IAQ
Consultants, which does indoor air quality and asbestos work.
Now we have another service line. That’s a way we’re growing
as well.”
Lastly, as previously mentioned, Keystone Environmental has
formed relationships with similar firms outside of BC. That has
been in response to clients asking them to look at sites out of
province, and Keystone Environmental wanting to oblige.
“We’re growing geographically,” Raminder concludes. “We’re
seeing what kind of work we can generate in other regions
– but we’re taking a measured approach. We want to stay
relationship-based. We take the trust we have earned from our
existing clients very seriously and we want to make sure they
continue to achieve all their objectives.”

Keystone Environmental staff working
after business hours to accommodate
limited site accessibility.

The company’s Biological Services
department provides freshwater
environmental services and are experts
in assessing aquatic ecosystems.
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For much more on Keystone Environmental, including their history, values, past
and present projects, the sectors they work in, and the services they provide –
plus all the latest news – visit https://keystoneenvironmental.ca/
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